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for Mr. Raun Kaufman primarily but anyone who'd assist me would be appreciated
  Also I recall now to mention that I like to use that little SonRise logo of his face in the "O"
from his father's original book's cover for illustrating my belief that Autism comes from a
prehistoric accident-set in forcing the way over Beringia in futile quest to catch the sun before
it seems to "rise" up off the ground in the mornings. I'd only used it in paper-letters to get
assistance around here, not any copyright infringement I'm sure. Then I:d lost all my papers in
2014 and went looking for a copy of the picture the other day and want to use it as an
Autism/sun-quest illustration informally, and learned of and found a library-copy of the
Autism. Breakthrough book, finding this email address in it  The Autism I'm talking about is
alot like described in Sean Barron's 1992 memoir, "There:s a Boy In Here." Recently I'm
realizing that that c. 1980 film "Rain Man" had probably been inspired by Allen Ginsberg's
boyfriend's "Me and My Brother" sixties documentary-film. I call it, "Prehistoric a descended
Autism psychopathy," with hallucinogens dependence that's burrowed-in under Siber-
Mongolia and had the global-system slave-built for their world-takeover, like described in that
book of Revelation as an instance. I think it's a big neurology and medical cover up that our
Sylvian fissure is actually s big, deep scar from the Prehistory accident-set, but it's all a lot
worse than little, old me can describe. I'll try to send you a copy of my blogsite tomorrow or
so so that you can see how the little picture helps me illustrate the sun-chase obsession but
please be careful that the material isn't misused because my biggest difficulty is that the
system's been lifetime-mis-using me as a LURE by which "normals" are disappeared so I have
to be careful, try to, with the blog address. It looks like it's in a big blue and pink box and if you
click-on my name instead of the Read more you get a copy of all the files instead of just the
main one to you. Sincerely, Kathy Foshay


